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Becoming an ICF or APECS Accredited Coach and Team Coach – Lucy Widdowson 
and Rajwant Bains

Hello and welcome to everyone joining us for our bright and early session ‘Becoming an ICF or APECS 
Accredited Coach and Team Coach’ with Lucy Widdowson and Rajwant Bains. We are recording and we will 
share a copy of this along with the event materials after the event. Enjoy the day.

For those who have just joined us welcome to our bright and early session ‘Becoming an ICF or APECS 
Accredited Coach and Team Coach’ with Lucy Widdowson and Rajwant Bains. We are recording and we will 
share a copy of this along with the event materials after the event.

how should you record these hours to show 'proof’ ?

does pro bono coaching count ?

Does 'client coaching experience' include mentoring, supervision as well as coaching clients?

Yes, I have that question too.... are there requirements about the number of coaching hours that need to be 
‘paid' hours for ICF accreditations?

Does the Henley MSc focus enough on team coaching to be able to meet the ICF team coaching accreditation 
requirements?

Is there a time limit from achieving my PCEC and applying for ACC with ICF?

Does APECS offer a Peer Coaching exchange for getting more coaching hours?

Any advice in the group how to go about 'pricing at the right level' when not accredited to get the paid 
coaching requirement

great question! i would find any pointers on that useful too

There's loads of information on the ICF website about hours, what counts, recommended log etc

Do reciprocal hours count?

I saw that ICF currently has a 14 week waiting time for application process. Is this correct? Do you need to have 
the 100 hours of coaching hours before you can submit your application or can you submit and achieve the 100 
hours by the time application processing.

You might have mentioned, but how many members in APECS?

If you have an MSc in coaching how does your application to ICF criteria change - ie do you still need to send a 
video of a coaching session and do the ' exam’ ?

What does the ICF do to help their accredited coaches get coaching work? I see there is a coaching directory, 
but technically it doesn't look to be easily publicly accessible nor promoted? Are there plans to improve 
support for coaches as the number of accreditations increase?
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The Power of Digital Coaching – Professor Jonathan Passmore

Hello and welcome to everyone joining us for today’s conference. We are recording and we will share a copy of 
this along with the event materials after the event. Enjoy the day.

Coach fest sounds exciting!

CoachFest: a season of change - https://www.henley.ac.uk/events/coachfest-a-season-of-change

Time to dig out my wellies and tent #coachfest23

coachfest - LOVE IT !🥳

World Land Trust -
https://www.worldlandtrust.org/?gclsrc=aw.ds&msclkid=f2f114512e4715537d4f771832a38feb&utm_source=
bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Brand%20%7C%7C%20Conversions%20%7C%7C

Welcome everyone to the first Keynote session of the day ‘The Power of Digital Coaching’ with Professor 
Jonathan Passmore. Just a reminder that we are recording and we will share a copy of this along with the event 
materials after the event. 

What journal was the article in please?

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.715228/full

https://assets.henley.ac.uk/v3/fileUploads/Future-Trends-in-Coaching.pdf

Do we need humans to coach or could AI do it?

An interesting question. There has been some research on this. I will try and find the link to share.
Here you are: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1534484320982891

Re crossing borders with coaching (something I've always done) I’d be interested to know if you have any 
thoughts on the new Digital Services Taxes that countries are increasingly bringing in, to tax the provider of 
services in the location of the receiver/client (i.e. you do not only pay tax where you as the coach work, but 
potentially also where your client is based).

That's interesting, I didn't know about Digital Services Taxes, definitely something to learn more about!

In some cultures, face to face coaching is very helpful (and often necessary) to build the trust and relationship 
with the coachee

If lower costs is a key organisational benefit for moving to a digital coaching model, how might that impact 
coaches? e.g. the associated costs for cpd and coaching body memberships are significant and increasing.with
an MSC, Basic level of accreditation and some CPD you would be looking at £36k (Across three years)for 
accreditation and some cpd averaging £7k. So might digital coaching have a negative impact on coaching 
income for at least the first 12-36 months, and perhaps beyond?  If AI is part of the future of coaching how are 
the coaching bodies going to manage this?

https://www.henley.ac.uk/events/coachfest-a-season-of-change
https://www.worldlandtrust.org/?gclsrc=aw.ds&msclkid=f2f114512e4715537d4f771832a38feb&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Brand%20%7C%7C%20Conversions%20%7C%7C
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.715228/full
https://assets.henley.ac.uk/v3/fileUploads/Future-Trends-in-Coaching.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1534484320982891
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The Power of Digital Coaching – Professor Jonathan Passmore

Anti reflection glasses also a must for digital coaching :-)

In my 2016 meta-analysis, we were able to check for the difference in effectiveness of face-to-face coaching 
compared to blended (i.e. telephone and/or video conferencing) and there was no difference in impact. At the 
point there were less studies on the impact of online coaching: 
https://bpspsychub.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdfdirect/10.1111/joop.12119?casa_token=tdEgJdzQgpUAAA
AA:98jZTN0AcBcTfxYYxMgVct05oeNaF2wTE0kma450HSgdgnjDKU_a_mTh_S4Owm8oiLRKRK3P2gHmb9jn-A

yes I did see some research that showed people opened up more in digital coaching and telephone! Was 
surprised at that.

On a similar note to the above research - is there any research into whether the brain responds differently to a 
screen based conversation as opposed to an in-person conversation?

Its interesting when I first started coaching it was pretty standard for coaching to be just telephone

All of my own PhD research was conducted using telephone coaching (video conference wasn't as stable at the 
time). My own experience of this was that it actually held a number of benefits including increased attention 
and focus to the nuance of the individuals voice without distraction of visual cues. Saying this, I now do all of 
my own coaching using Teams or Zoom

The Ab Fab fridge is a good one (but maybe not when coaching)!

I'm interested to know how the background of the screen might affect the rapport between coach and client. I 
have coached a lot of young people who are in their bedrooms while I'm in my lovely garden office. It doesn't 
feel like an equal partnership.

that's a really good point. I've been concerned about projecting the wrong image when I'm coaching younger 
engineers in the types of environment you describe

there is a paper Rebecca and I reviewed on the Coaching Academic Podcast looking at Zoom Fatigue and what 
the brain is having to contend with when we work online. https://tmb.apaopen.org/pub/nonverbal-
overload/release/1Je

I'd hate to have a background that project the same image as the consultant flashing a fancy watch

There are some downsides of online coaching - Zoom fatigue! Holly and I discussed some of the research on 
this in a podcast episode: https://soundcloud.com/the_coaching_academic/ep-39-zoom-fatigue

The other benefit of  standard green screen background is that you can coach from different locations and your 
clients won't know

How do this who want to join platforms manage when they are “newer” with less than the standard ask for 
500 hours etc?

https://bpspsychub.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdfdirect/10.1111/joop.12119?casa_token=tdEgJdzQgpUAAAAA:98jZTN0AcBcTfxYYxMgVct05oeNaF2wTE0kma450HSgdgnjDKU_a_mTh_S4Owm8oiLRKRK3P2gHmb9jn-A
https://tmb.apaopen.org/pub/nonverbal-overload/release/1Je
https://soundcloud.com/the_coaching_academic/ep-39-zoom-fatigue
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The Power of Digital Coaching – Professor Jonathan Passmore

My advice on joining platforms... Get your ACC (or even PCC) first. Then lower your expectations re ££. Then 
apply.

very interesting point. democratising coaching and yet potentially elevating inequality from the environment.

Great Jonathan! - so if you fancy a chuckle, take a look at my song “Do We Really Need Another Webinar..?” 
which covers all this - I performed it at the close of the 2020  EMCC Global Conference in ‘virtual' Paris!  
https://youtu.be/cf-4Bl03sKA

most platforms require over 500 hours experience from what Ive seen.

My office used to be a narrow storage cupboard. I've painted the walls yellow so I'm not grey on camera and I 
feel less pressure to dress colourfully!

which platforms have you experimented with? I attempted to use Bark in early lockdown but couldn't make it 
work. Wild west full of uncredentialled, un trained amateurs.

definitely. Early days, but I’m wondering if this might be a research area for my MSc

What are the platforms available for coaches? How can we know about its credibility?

I think you're on to something and that data would be really valuable. Let's go for a walk soon…

Thanks for these comments on choosing our Zoom backgrounds carefully. For me there is a dilemma -
Although I don’t think we should flaunt privileges unnecessarily and present ourselves in what each of us feel is 
professional, I feel a bit uncomfortable about hiding who I am, covering where I live and what surrounds me. 
Perhaps that comes from feeling the strain of the pressure for covering, hiding and fitting in that minority 
ethnic women like me have faced in organisations

How significant are cultural differences across different locations our coaches might be in and where could we 
learn about this?

Is there a platform where I could try getting some coaching from an AI bot?

I love this. So futurist.

Sounds like the programme "capture" brought to life

The prospect of choosing who we THINK we want - what implications for challenging thinking??

Jonathan thank you for your talk. There is an interesting tension that always exists between institutions and 
professionals who work in them (hospitals/doctors  universities/academics etc). As we move coaching more 
into organisations then we need to have a clear idea of the nature of what coaching is as a profession. Which is 
more than adherence to code ethics etc (important though that is) - but having a clear idea of the moral 
purpose of coding and other aspects of being a professional - so that we can provide the necessary 
counterpoint tension to the institution need to survive and grow etc 

https://youtu.be/cf-4Bl03sKA
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The Power of Digital Coaching – Professor Jonathan Passmore

Coaching Across Cultures - https://philrosinski.com/philippe-rosinskis-books/coaching-across-cultures/

Dr Fons Trompenaars will be running a masterclass for The Henley Centre for Coaching on 8th November -
https://www.henley.ac.uk/events/coaching-online-masterclass-leveraging-diversity-for-innovation-and-
performance

This makes me wonder about the value of ICF which encourages coaches to keep their own knowledge and 
experience to a minimum in a coaching conversation as opposed to other accreditors like the EMCC where 
coaching and mentoring are a little closer.

How do you see the differences in the "take up" of digital coaching by different regions/cultures globally?

Re cultural differences and sensitivities, I found Eryn Meyer approach  very useful: https://erinmeyer.com
Excellent training sessions and book!

what were the 2 after Rosinski?

very interesting future to consider.  a comment is how important it will be to articulate / demonstrate 'value' 
to go along side what is often a decision to have coaching based on personal values

what was the first one?

BetterUp. CoachHub. Ezra

Henley also have a platform in the pipeline - watch this space!

A Henley platform sounds interesting

Sanctus small UK based

Are there platforms for newer coaches who's accreditation is a year or so away

My experience around more nuanced cultural differences that can be challenging - particularly around 
collectivism and individualism and understanding that many people see themselves as part of a group or a 
family and make decisions collectively - Many Asian women I worked with wanted their careers to fulfil not 
only their own needs but also those of their parents dreams and they hardly distinguished between these two

I've had similar experiences

Thanks Jonathan, now we are all ready for ‘Spotification’ of the coaching industry :-)

This has been really interesting - thank you

Jonathan as always so information and insightful

https://philrosinski.com/philippe-rosinskis-books/coaching-across-cultures/
https://www.henley.ac.uk/events/coaching-online-masterclass-leveraging-diversity-for-innovation-and-performance
https://erinmeyer.com/
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Understanding the System Through Visual Mapping and Constellations
– John Whittington

Welcome everyone to the second Keynote session of the day ‘Understanding the System Through Visual 
Mapping and Constellations’ with John Whittington. Just as a reminder, we are recording the session and will 
share a copy of this along with the event materials after the event. 

Doesn’t this easily bring us into systems therapy? Just asking.

This is fascinating, interesting to think about the experience of joining, belonging and leaving, is there an 
interim element of “staying” (not quite belonging and not quite leaving)?

One of my clients asked us to do some work which we called "Ending Well" which was about enabling people 
to leave well following a transformation programme.

organisational role history - so reveiling!

John is using Jamboard to demonstrate today. If you would like to learn more about Jamboard the next session 
run by Paul Barbour will give you more practical details of how to set up your own

I’ve used Jamboard a lot for Agile working during lockdown.  Its an amazing tool. I would encourage you to give 
it a go 🙂

If we wanted to explore more, do you offer any further CPD?

do we need to have accreditation to use this tool

If you do this with a real team does it ever lead to angry exchanges

The main idea, is the perception that is emerging when we represent both, me and the cliente?

how does it work to do mapping with a whole exec team together? to help them improve relationships and 
working together

what training can you do to learn more about this model?

Is there a link to systems thinking?

how does one convey a feelings through this? For example, feeling stuck, feeling bullied etc.

isn’t using digital mapping difficult to clients and distractive?

Or Quiet Qitting

John, how do people move beyond the mapping, so capturing the outputs and agreeing actions?

Fabulous session John, thank you. Mapping a client relationship made me aware of the dynamic between their 
focus on both internal and external systems, and also how I was relating to these. Very useful and enlightening!
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Understanding the System Through Visual Mapping and Constellations
– John Whittington

It's a great idea to think of how you work as a coach using this tool. 

Is the visual tool you demonstrated online available?

Have you found any significant differences in impact/success with in-person versus virtual?

How do you interpret an object that feels like it is constantly spinning and changing direction?!

Hello John, Do you have short courses about this approach please?

My system looks a little like Jude's. I feel that my client is looking to everyone but herself for the answers. She 
is always looking around, checking her notes throughout the session, looking hard at me for the answer and 
then saying ‘I don't know' my questions. How can I use this to unlock her thinking and put down her hatchets?

healers not fixers = useful not helpers

How does one capture the non-verbal cues which are so important in Systemic coaching

What I noticed is that because my "coffee cups" were the same size but I felt my presence more, I instinctively 
lifted "me" up off the table. Great visualisation and aha moment

For digital work - would you always use digital tools primarily Or would you ask client to use physical objects 
client may have around them. Does either work better in digital coaching?

Is joining, belonging and leaving are similar to Forming Storming Norming Performing and Adjourning

Does John deliver the systemic part of the MSc?

Thank you great session!

Thank you so much for a really enlightening session

Really helpful - I really enjoyed that and have been left curious for more.

Thank you - such a great session and I've found this technique incredibly useful in coaching within business-
owning families.

Back in India they use this for making decisions at a family level

Belonging - seeing a pattern that extends back many years - recognising this is what I've seen today - curious on 
how long it might take to change going forward .....

Fascinating.  You mentioned other frameworks e.g. Bridges.  How does this work with the "Coaching the Team 
at Work" from Clutterbuck et al?
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The Power of Connection to Create Climate Action – Coaching’s Secret 
Superpower – Charly Cox 

Welcome back everyone to our third Keynote session of the day ‘The Power of Connection to Create Climate 
Action – Coaching’s Secret Superpower’ with Charly Cox. Just a reminder that we are recording and we will 
share a copy of this along with the event materials after the event. 

Even when people go out in nature people tend to go to curated places like National Trust or national parks.  
Lack of confidence now with people to just go for a walk through fields.

This is why we need to change the education system and bring children and young people back into connection 
with the natural world - children learning that they are nature will ensure we have generations growing up 
greener - Forest School, gardening, farm visits - transformation through nature connection

This is why the Forest School Association started the Nature Premium campaign www.naturepremium.org -
Henley Challenges supported this!

There is a lot of noise about climate change. We don’t know what to believe anymore… Why change a 
particular behaviour? What is the real impact of that change?

Values perception gap for teenagers is the same - thinking I care but no-one else does - research of teenagers 
in UK and Turkey https://www.globalactionplan.org.uk/files/generation_action_white_paper.pdf

How we do the work is as important as What we do

The Dept for Education has over 25, 000 staff - the Climate and Sustainability team is currently 4 people.

Charly, this has been so valuable and hopeful, thank you.

Really powerful lstuff

Didn't know what  to expect from this session. Very informative and captivating. This is a topic I would have 
avoided previously.

I feel really moved by this speech - thank you

I missed hearing that - who said their new sponsor was Shell?
british cycling

Powerful session - on coaching the perception and blockers  of 'impossible' issues. Thanks for leading this

How do you introduce climate change coaching in a company's agenda? Starting with a workshop? Is there a 
trigger?

A very thought-provoking presentation, Charly - thank you.  What are your reflections on the potential tensions 
(and impacts/opportunities) as a coach working with individuals who are more in the ‘commitment' camp 
when their organisations are more in the 'compliance’ camp, and the coach has a tripartite contract?

Charly, thanks for a great session. How does your work and organisation relate to the Climate Coaching 
Alliance?

http://www.naturepremium.org/
https://www.globalactionplan.org.uk/files/generation_action_white_paper.pdf
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The Power of Connection to Create Climate Action – Coaching’s Secret 
Superpower – Charly Cox 

Is there a specific tool or model that you use? Constellations maybe?

Where is nature connectedness capitalised on or promoted in the ClimateChangeCoaches approach?

Thanks for a fantastic and thought provoking session.

The virtual vouchers that you will receive next week will include 20% off Climate Change Coaching: The Power 
of Connection to Create Climate Action – https://www.bookdepository.com/Climate-Change-Coaching-The-
Power-of-Connection-to-Create-Climate-Action-Charly-Cox/9780335250059

This is brilliant stuff.  Thank you - I'm buying the book!

‘tussling with someone else’s fears - we will always lose’

Thank you for a really inspiring session - have ordered your book!

This was massively revelatory and refreshing... I didn't think it was "relevant" to me - I was so wrong!!!

https://www.bookdepository.com/Climate-Change-Coaching-The-Power-of-Connection-to-Create-Climate-Action-Charly-Cox/9780335250059
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A Human Approach to Sustainability – Professor Kevin Money

Welcome everyone to our next Keynote session of the day ‘A Human Approach to Sustainability’ with Professor 
Kevin Money. Just a reminder that we are recording and we will share a copy of this along with the event 
materials after the event. 

We are glad you all enjoyed Charly's session. Next year we are running a webinar with Professor Salome van 
Coller on 'Preparing Coaches for the Crucial Conversations They Need to Have About Eco-responsibility' that 
might be of interest - https://www.henley.ac.uk/events/coaching-webinar-preparing-coaches-for-the-crucial-
conversations-they-need-to-have-about-eco-responsibility

Keeping the world the way it's meant to be!

whatever keeps the world in its natural balance

Living in a way that doesn't destroy the environment

Something that can be re-used with limited waste

so that we leave nothing but footprints

Ensuring that we aren't wearing out our world

Our ability to to hand on an important legacy to the next generations

Anything that can sustain for a lifetime and long time even after one is gone

The ability to renew rather tahn deplete or destroy

all of natures cycles functioning and self regulating – regeneration

Perhaps our new  chancellor read the same story about the Unilever guy !!

Someone told me that there are more people alive today than have ever died …in history so far.

Actually not, interestingly, https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-16870579

Thanks, I believe the BBC more than the Youtube speaker who said this. I stand corrected 👌

Most companies I worked for are US tech companies, and ignorance and risk prevailed until 2 years ago, now 
most are in strategic proactivity.

stakeholder proactivity

interesting those with moral high ground (eg education healthcare) maybe more to the left than those others

What is the impact of these organisations pulling these levers…. have they moved the dial on sustainability on 
any scale?

https://www.henley.ac.uk/events/coaching-webinar-preparing-coaches-for-the-crucial-conversations-they-need-to-have-about-eco-responsibility
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-16870579
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This was really helpful and interesting.  Lots of great models to process after this.

Good to have some Corporate Examples that are not just playing lip service to sustainability

Certainly thought provoking - and much value to be gained from taking action

Thank you for the session.  I'm taking away proximity, plus the mind-blowing context of population growth and 
sustainability

Really like this drivers model - a lot of synergy with Glasser’s Choice Theory - updating with new neuroscience 
is so useful

Lots to think about - levers and building influence

Thank you, good to hear of tangible examples.

Thanks Kevin, great session.

Thank you Kevin, very thought provoking

Thank you Kevin for the information you shared, timelines and driver models thought provoking session
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Using Virtual Whiteboards in Team Coaching: A Friend, Foe or Both? – Paul J 
Barbour

Welcome everyone to our Lunchtime Demonstration ‘Using Virtual Whiteboards in Team Coaching: A Friend, 
Foe or Both?’ with Paul J Barbour. Just a reminder that we are recording and we will share a copy of this along 
with the event materials after the event. 

I’m loving this!  It's brilliant!

Using Jamboard, do the participants need to have a Google -account?

I believe they must have a Google account

very basic question (sorry) How do you give people access to jam board / other tools?

Zoom doesn't like 3 Pauls in a pool

How you create backgrounds like swimming pool? The same way as people participate? Thanks!

Paul I’m short of cash as a small business I use Jamboard because its free.  Do you have to pay for the others 
you mentioned?

Room 1 https://jamboard.google.com/d/1Lg0EHYQhTyUMeSL_A0wIVdKcTUdpfOPrZlY4XqxJd1M/viewer?f=11
Room 2 https://jamboard.google.com/d/1Y_RoR09SPtWXyjiKdK_xWxdsa0X62mfzYU62vTSDuHo/viewer?f=11
Room 3 https://jamboard.google.com/d/16tUVBq7zPLHcdtT7NWFbJ0HCJ8PDkQS4kMNlaz5POl4/viewer?f=11
Room 4 https://jamboard.google.com/d/1PjTw6ZeTqqORRv629h11y7uiD5ya-eJqsqouWWqDO7g/viewer?f=11
Room 5 https://jamboard.google.com/d/1GP_9T4NZofve_SSoXvQ4Yo5U0nPj4ZTd77iaspsZpMI/viewer?f=11
Room 6 https://jamboard.google.com/d/1-Sr00s0Aj21QNxRPTNdQrDKQcDwN9jejsynv3ps2JrE/viewer?f=11
Room 7 https://jamboard.google.com/d/1fFJdNnFKsV9TkaWMO229yfT1a7ngHgGkFPF3ML6Wkpk/viewer?f=11
Room 8 https://jamboard.google.com/d/1P0QsWrJU3dNvtKjwylb7-ktvnrYu1mLAD7UsvW5EKyo/viewer?f=11
Room 9 https://jamboard.google.com/d/1IWcmurXY2ZJEopBzVE5WxJdH7jSndt1K8vYYXpZqWC8/viewer?f=11
Room 10 
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1AOHXji0QrbDPxU38ecN_9IYXgGeN4AQRULX0fEmSVAo/viewer?f=11
Room 11 https://jamboard.google.com/d/13g-50KTFWVl4O17yPYFdq6OlfqzZeouUDPnISRKkkwE/v

From our experience, what is best, Miro or Mural?

Temper technology use to comfort level of coachee

Useful that it can be anonymous

that issue would have been their fire wall stopping it being allowed

Work on not breaking presence using virtual whiteboards

there is a place for it, need to provide context and create a safe space

Keen to give it a go but outside of coaching with a team first

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1Lg0EHYQhTyUMeSL_A0wIVdKcTUdpfOPrZlY4XqxJd1M/viewer?f=11
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1Y_RoR09SPtWXyjiKdK_xWxdsa0X62mfzYU62vTSDuHo/viewer?f=11
https://jamboard.google.com/d/16tUVBq7zPLHcdtT7NWFbJ0HCJ8PDkQS4kMNlaz5POl4/viewer?f=11
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1PjTw6ZeTqqORRv629h11y7uiD5ya-eJqsqouWWqDO7g/viewer?f=11
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1GP_9T4NZofve_SSoXvQ4Yo5U0nPj4ZTd77iaspsZpMI/viewer?f=11
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1-Sr00s0Aj21QNxRPTNdQrDKQcDwN9jejsynv3ps2JrE/viewer?f=11
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1fFJdNnFKsV9TkaWMO229yfT1a7ngHgGkFPF3ML6Wkpk/viewer?f=11
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1P0QsWrJU3dNvtKjwylb7-ktvnrYu1mLAD7UsvW5EKyo/viewer?f=11
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1IWcmurXY2ZJEopBzVE5WxJdH7jSndt1K8vYYXpZqWC8/viewer?f=11
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1AOHXji0QrbDPxU38ecN_9IYXgGeN4AQRULX0fEmSVAo/viewer?f=11
https://jamboard.google.com/d/13g-50KTFWVl4O17yPYFdq6OlfqzZeouUDPnISRKkkwE/v
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Using Virtual Whiteboards in Team Coaching: A Friend, Foe or Both? – Paul J 
Barbour

Practice with 2/3 coaching tools

Love the idea of it, would definitely need to practice

So much possibility to work with clients virtually!

People are nervous either because of a bad past experience or nervous that the coachee will struggle with the 
tech and lose the flow of the coaching.

They help everyone's voices to be heard (can be hard otherwise if people just talk)

Being anonymous helps, say in scaling - different from in the "live” room.

swimming pool - loved that idea

never used it before -tricky to use first time

Lots of creative ideas thanks!

powerful dual processing

need to play get comfortable using it!

Liked swimming pool. Like visual aspect

a great tool, love it

You can set up in advance to avoid the fear of a blank board (and a cascade of crazy post its)!

The tools are excellent for accelerated brainstorming sessions with individuals and teams

In our group we were not allowed to use Zoom whiteboard or share Jamboard…? Any advice?

These tools are used a lot in teaching...they help create a sense of anticipation amongst groups...and 
engagement.

Just wanted to remind people that sharing links some companies firewalls may not allow them through

Thank you, Paul. Really useful

Do you think there's an optimal proportion of time in a session to use a tool as opposed to straightforward f2f 
coaching?

Toby Sinclair is a coach I know who has been coaching in the metaverse. He posts stuff about it from time to 
time https://www.linkedin.com/in/tobysinclair/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tobysinclair/
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Using Virtual Whiteboards in Team Coaching: A Friend, Foe or Both? – Paul J 
Barbour

I liked this session. Would have liked it longer

what is the research that supports thinking individually before sharing collectively please?

IN fact - Toby offers guidance for coaches stepping into VR / metaverse coaching here 
https://www.tobysinclair.com/post/metaverse-coaching

the research that supports thinking individually before sharing collectively - is called Collective Intelligence

https://www.tobysinclair.com/post/metaverse-coaching
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The Client System: Cultivating Trust and Safety Through Inclusion 
- Ashana Crichton 

Welcome everyone to our first workshop of the day ‘The Client System: Cultivating Trust and Safety Through 
Inclusion’ with Ashana Crichton. Just a reminder that we are recording and we will share a copy of this along 
with the event materials after the event. 

personally I would keep away from tools as much as possible and only use as a stepping stones towards 
conversation/dialogue - the tools/tech is not the work

Answering questions on firewalls - it can happen - I would recommend finding out from a client before hand 
what can be used or not used

non judgemental listening

Sharing - give a little to get a little

time and space to talk

being open to difference

Being aware and noticing bias

being open myself so that the client feels able to speak freely

asking how is that for you

listening and accepting

building relationship

demonstrate curiosity

More effective coaching

listening AND NOTICING

not assuming anything

listening with curiosity

Not making assumptions based on their age or background

Questioning and listening

Working hard on asking questions from a position of non-judgement, reducing transference

1st understanding our bias to notice
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The Client System: Cultivating Trust and Safety Through Inclusion 
- Ashana Crichton 

being open, listen without assumptions

Asking the client about the ways in which certain themes are important to them

Sensing signals about their state and being curious about them

checking our biases especially across cultural differences

Being aware of your internal biases/thoughts/beliefs and how they impact

acknowledge when my life experience is different - asking for the perceptions and experience of the other 
person

Need to understand the person's context in terms of their histories, and with people of colour, find a way to 
gently foreground this. Understand the history of racism, colonilaity etc

very powerful point around race...

Question - how are we defining millennials?  What age range?

Naming the elephant in the room - would you give an example where this is relevant?

Anyone born after 1/1/1983. ish

I've been coaching millennials as well as Gen X. It's interesting to notice differences in attitudes. One of my 
millennial coachees feels old and outdated compared with people just two year younger.

Hello, could we have the source(s) of these numbers please?

Watch this for a brave discussion between a Black woman CEO, Carol Campayne, and her White coach, Lori 
Shook. https://diversitypractice.co.uk/borderless-events/

I meant Gen Z. I've coached quite a few Gen Z as well as millennials. One of my 28 year old coachees is feeling 
out of touch with his younger colleagues

It would be good to understand how a "diverse" coach / manager could challenge / stretch someone who falls 
in the "non-diverse" (which I'm defining at White and Male, maybe incorrectly)

agree about us all discriminated against at some point about something - one challenge is not to allow 
ourselves to be competitive on the specifics and focus on how it has impacted an individuals 
selfworth/experiences/values

Ozzy Osbourne and King Charles are both the same age (73). Very different though. We should be very 
cautious of broad brush labels base don age.

I like that

https://diversitypractice.co.uk/borderless-events/
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The Client System: Cultivating Trust and Safety Through Inclusion 
- Ashana Crichton 

Point really well made Ashana

Perhaps a question could be - How are you so knowledgable about that?

sometimes it is the language used in the question, can ask what is their heritage.

My partner is British Chinese.  He was offered a menu in Chinese.  He refused (in his broad Northern English 
accent) - saying 'no point - I wouldn't understand it'....

learning so much here!

Some researchers suggest we should take generational differences with caution 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1748-8583.12353

I think the image of the peacock from earlier is helpful!  We are all complex with many systems... ;)

We were talking about how the coach might find themselves feeling e.g. sympathy or pity and that could 
change the balance of the coaching relationship, especially when health issues are at play.

I think we have to be cautious about generalising about demographic groups

We talked about different questions we could ask to help see the "peacocks tail" of systems behind our client 
and the person they find themselves in conflict with - help them see it is the system at play not the person

Maintaining positive regard for the client does not necessarily mean taking their side.  It is a good reminder!

Thank you Ashana! Great session

Ashana this was an EPIC session

Thanks Ashana, really thought provoking

8th November - Online Masterclass - Leveraging Diversity for Innovation and Performance with Dr Fons 
Trompenaars - https://www.henley.ac.uk/events/coaching-online-masterclass-leveraging-diversity-for-
innovation-and-performance

My challenge will be balancing seeing the wider systems and keeping objectivity

Thanks Ashana. good session and at short notice also.  Helped me alot.

Thank you so much Ashana that was very thought provoking session.

Fabulous session, really thought provoking, thank you

Thank you. Raised so many important questions and ways of thinking

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1748-8583.12353
https://www.henley.ac.uk/events/coaching-online-masterclass-leveraging-diversity-for-innovation-and-performance
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The Client System: Cultivating Trust and Safety Through Inclusion 
- Ashana Crichton 

Thank you, Ashana, a really vibrant and powerful talk - lots to think about.

Thank you - very interesting and helpful.  Will continue to think on this one.

I struggle with reconciling the times that I have contributed to the system’s biases once I have grown in 
understanding and learnt the language to challenge

Implicit bias quiz: https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html

Thank you! Excellent!

Very helpful, thought-provoking and energising - thank you, Ashana!

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
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What Skills do You Need as a Team Coach? – Lucy Widdowson

Welcome everyone to our second session of the day ‘What Skills do You Need as a Team Coach? with Lucy 
Widdowson. Just a reminder that we are recording and we will share a copy of this along with the event 
materials after the event. 

short video about bias: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGQmdoK_ZfY the definition of implicit bias here: 
https://kirwaninstitute.osu.edu/implicit-bias-training

Thanks Lucy - yes I meant such a hot topic.

Building Top Performing Teams - https://www.amazon.co.uk/Building-Top-Performing-Teams-
Employees/dp/1789666767

Or this link if you're an Amazon refusenik! https://uk.bookshop.org/books/building-top-performing-teams-a-
practical-guide-to-team-coaching-to-improve-collaboration-and-drive-organizational-success/9781789666762

important to be clear about coaching (or not!) a group of individuals vs a team - sometimes corporate client 
needs to understand what they are asking for to ensure that the measures of outcomes are relevant and 
experience is positive

Just wondering if all the other modalities listed are in a way a part of team coaching so would a team coach be 
doing bit of team building, team training, team consulting, team mentoring, team facilitation?

I was wondering if the process of team coaching is purely dialogue?

What are 'verbatim' interviews, compared to 'interviews’?

We thought that context was likely to be important/informative and if this had been predictable, we might not 
have done the exercise.

We agreed to open up the conversation based on the results, each person to share one comment - open up 
discussion in the room.

We spoke about unpacking what everyone feels is the essence of what it mean for individuals to be part of a 
team

We suggested allowing them to ask questions of each other - perhaps slightly high risk……

We were interested in what happened beforehand: was it defined what it means to be a team before they 
picked their positions?

We thought it would be good to explore how the different people may have interpreted the question

maybe the team is not important - we don't know - the purpose of the team seems unclear - maybe w need to 
explore the purpose with the team rather than set up a conflict between leader and rest of team

https://kirwaninstitute.osu.edu/implicit-bias-training
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Building-Top-Performing-Teams-Employees/dp/1789666767
https://uk.bookshop.org/books/building-top-performing-teams-a-practical-guide-to-team-coaching-to-improve-collaboration-and-drive-organizational-success/9781789666762
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What Skills do You Need as a Team Coach? – Lucy Widdowson

Starting with the people at 9/10 then ask the leader.....Say more about what prompted you to stand where you 
are?  Then explore how it feels to be in a group together and how feels to be alone

I would agree with that

we are making an assumption that the 3 from the leader is a "bad" thing. couldn't there just be a difference in 
what different people need from their team?

"How would we know?" - invites the conversation about reasoning behind scores and any underlying issues or 
perceptions.

Explore what a 3 means and what a 9 means.  How does the organisation serve the purpose?

Ask if team members would like to know anything more...

Acknowledging the sharing, recognizing that it should be an essential subject for him and his family and hold 
the silence, or asking why he chose to share this object, what could be the learning or the meaning that would 
add value to the team

Vulnerability

a lot of empathy - is a sharing needed - is it not ok to pass?

The difficulty for some leaders of exposing their vulnerability

attendees participate voluntarily.

maybe the leader went as fas as he/she could…

It would depend on the leaders's body language and what I felt was happening for me somatically and see 
what would be most supportive - asking for more or leaving it

Be careful about isolating the leaders!

Let the team take ownership of the dialogue

I understand te difference between team coaching and other modalities more clearly, thanks

the fundamentals of coaching remain the same.. its not the coaches problem to solve.. give power back to the 
coachee

Spend time understanding the competencies and differences from 1:1 coaching.

To share- Having been a participant in the meaningful object exercise on the MSc with high psychological 
safety it was very powerful.
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What Skills do You Need as a Team Coach? – Lucy Widdowson

The extra importance of contracting with leader and team.

Gain more experience and bring it to supervision

the importance of a psychological safe environment for the whole team

Focus more on the team rather than a group of people

Encourage dialogue rather than controlling it.

Go with the flow and enable the team to notice what comes up and explore it

The importance of contracting

Patience, faith and acceptance for all contributions

Its been really interesting and I feel much keener on exploring team coaching further

Understanding that team coaching is working with the whole group treating them as a collective

The use of introducing more dimensions into the session

Looking at the competencies, identifying aspects that I need to develop

Important to carefull set up a safe space

Trusting my own somatic experience when in the room.

Take care with not placing someone in a vunerable situation

slow your responses down to give time for things to emerge

Understanding that the leader will often not be the model in team coaching, interesting thinking around 
hierarchical organisations

The importance of taking some risks..

What would you suggest for someone starting his coaching journey. When to start group coaching?

How widely team coaching is known by organisations? Compared to other team work.

Thank you Lucy - always good to hear you talk about team coaching!

Fabulous session Lucy, thank you so much.

Great session, thank you Lucy
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What Skills do You Need as a Team Coach? – Lucy Widdowson

Very good session. Thank you

Excellent session, many thanks

Thank you so much; the modalities is a useful model

Find opportunities to get more experience and bring scenario’s to team coaching supervision

To find out more about our programmes we have an online open day coming up -
https://www.henley.ac.uk/events/online-coaching-open-day-2022-2

Really good session. Thanks Lucy

Re Lucy's session - certainly worth a look is a paper on team coaching competencies by Widdowson, Rochester, 
Barbour & Hullinger (2020) in International Journal of Evidence Based Coaching and Mentoring.

excellent session Lucy... so much to take away

https://www.henley.ac.uk/events/online-coaching-open-day-2022-2
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The He(art) and Science of Coaching for Sustained Desired Change
– Dr Melvin Smith 

Welcome back everyone to our final Keynote session of the day ‘The He(art) and Science of Coaching for 
Sustained Desired Change with Dr Melvin Smith. Just a reminder that we are recording and we will share a 
copy of this along with the event materials after the event. 

Love Santana!

Someone remembered it was Friday.

Got me out of my chair!

Get in the groove!

Makes people smile!

brought me present

positive brainwaves

change the mood and their state

get out of heads into bodies

Get the right neurochemicals flowing

it shocked me and made me smile

Somatic

Happy start

positive energy

Change state

To embarrass me and my dad dancing!!

Loosens the body and clears the mind

energies us

shifts our state

Change memory of session

makes us feel different
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The He(art) and Science of Coaching for Sustained Desired Change
– Dr Melvin Smith 

speaks directlyto the nervous system

Lifted me

helps us liven up and be awake – yay

Reconnects you to the group

make you feel where you are in your comfort zone

Connecting and energizing

Melvin, what if the client has different taste in music?
Or is very introverted

I could be more than I thought I could be

It really challenged my way of thinking

Drew out my inner resourcefulness

Helped me to learn without telling me what to do

Energised, authentic and supported

They set an example and held up a mirror to me about my faith.

Does it have to be a meeting like that, could it be someone that inspires us, the values they demonstarte?

they saw what i could do and encouraged it

Building awareness and confidence

Reassured. That the way ahead was possible!

listened to non judgemental

Made me realise what life is all about

My own leadership coach - challenged me in ways no one else had.

Is there a pattern when NEA works more effectively?

In what circumstances would you deliberately use NEA to help someone change?

is this evidence to support the solutions-focused approach?
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The He(art) and Science of Coaching for Sustained Desired Change
– Dr Melvin Smith 

Is there any relationship to what motivates actions in motivation theory - moving towards the desired result vs. 
moving away from the undesirable result?

how can we help clients to toggle back and fourth between Analytic network and Empathic?

The language the coach chooses to use can be incredibly powerful - appreciating how this point is made here.

Excellent book Melvin, thoroughly enjoyed it

Not a question, but just wanted to say thank you to Melvin for putting such a wonderful book out there, 
Helping People Change.

The broader personal vision is often more fun than the nitty gritty parts, I think

I often find it coachees find it hard to articulate the wider personal vision.  Any good techniques (to all of you 
:))

https://hbr.org/2020/06/the-best-managers-balance-analytical-and-emotional-intelligence

How often do you need to keep your own judgement in check when you're assessing positive and negative 
emotions that arise? Everyone experiences emotions in a different way and may classify emotions differently 
in their own story…

Does CBT Coaching techniques help develop PEA

Following up on music, do you ever use live music? I improvise on the piano to stimulate reactions…

Thank you so much

Thank you really enjoyed your session Melvin...

great stuff - thanks so much

Inspiring session, thank you

Thanks so much Melvin, really interesting

Melvin, many thanks, and great session and exceptional MUSIC as well.

thank you very much inspired me to look deeper into your work

Brilliant session! Very much enjoyed it. Thank you, Melvin

Great session, passes the compassion check. Thank you

Appreciate your session Thank You Melvin

https://hbr.org/2020/06/the-best-managers-balance-analytical-and-emotional-intelligence
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The He(art) and Science of Coaching for Sustained Desired Change
– Dr Melvin Smith 

Brilliant session - thank you!

I have to drop here. This was my first Henley event, having trained elsewhere. Really enjoyed it. So many 
threads to look into further when im back at my desk on Monday. Great sessions and great to meet to many of 
you.
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Journey to AC and EMCC Accreditation
– Jeannette Marshall and Dr Julie Haddock Millar

Welcome everyone to our closing session ‘Journey to AC and EMCC Accreditation’ with Dr Julie Haddock Millar 
and Jeannette Marshall. Just a reminder that we are recording and we will share a copy of this along with the 
event materials after the event. 

As my grandchildren believe I am a fairy so I did it by magic

What are the membership levels for EMCC and AC ?

As the E suggests in EMCC, are there country chapters, or how does it work ?

EMCC is made up of Affiliated Country and region EMCCs and their membership plus direct members where a 
local EMCC does not yet exist.  The Council is responsible for EMCC strategy and steering the organisation.

It is made up of delegates from each of the following affiliated EMCCs – Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom, and 
the Asia Pacific Region.

What characteristics best illustrate EMCC coaching philosophy  vs ICF coaching vs AC coaching?

To Julie and Jeannette, can you say more about mentoring in relation to accreditation?

To the Henley Team thank you for a really brilliant conference - great range of speakers and I learnt lots. 

The EMCC application talks about your personal statement discussing how you apply the Diversity & Inclusion 
declaration.  Can you say a bit more about this please

Jeannette, how do you see the relationship between coaching and mentoring?

Thank you Julie and Jeannette - that was a really helpful answer.

Do you accept pro bono coaching hours fully for the application?

I have to jump off now - thank you very much for today.  Time and money very well spent - I've come away 
really inspired.

EMCC Foundation says one year, 50 hours, 5 clients. Does the 1 year start from the completion of the coaching 
course or the beginning of your coaching

Thank you everyone for an amazing day – Thank you for all your input, interaction, and energy!   A copy of the 
recording along with the event materials and your virtual vouchers will be sent to you by the end of the week. 

CoachFest: a season of change - https://www.henley.ac.uk/events/coachfest-a-season-of-change

Thank you so much for a brilliant conference. Great variety and plenty of food for thought. Very much enjoyed 
the speakers and conversations.

https://www.henley.ac.uk/events/coachfest-a-season-of-change
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